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OFFSHORE  REGIONS

The  Government  o f  Ind ia  no t i f i ed  the

Offshore  Areas  Minera l s  (Deve lopment  &

Regulation) Act, 2002 (OAMDR Act), No. 17 of

2003 in the Gazette of India, Extraordinary,

Part-II, Section-1, dated 31.1.2003.  The purpose

of the Act is to provide for development and

regulation of mineral resources in the territorial

waters, continental shelf, exclusive economic zone

and other maritime zones of India and to provide

for matters connected therewith or incidental

thereto.  The Act is applicable to all minerals in

offshore areas including minerals prescribed under

Atomic Energy Act, 1962, but excludes oils and

re la ted  hydrocarbons  as  the re  i s  separa te

legislation  in force. The Act came into effect from

15.1.2010 vide S.O.338(E), dated 11.2.2010 notified

by the Central Government.

The Act makes it mandatory to undertake

reconna issance ,  exp lora t ion  or  p roduc t ion

operation in the offshore areas in accordance

wi th  the  p resc r ibed  te rms  and  condi t ions

for reconnaissance permit (RP), exploration

licence (EL) or production lease (PL) granted under

the  Act  and  the  ru les  made  thereunder.

The availability of the areas for grant of RP, EL or

PL shall be notified within six months from

the commencement of the Act, and subsequently

at such times as considered necessary.  The Act

empowers the Central  Government to make

rules for the purpose of the Act including terms

and conditions under the RP, EL, PL, etc.  The

Rules,  namely,  the Offshore Areas Mineral

Concession  Rules,  2006 have been framed

and not if ied on 3.11.2006 by G.S.R.691(E)

published in the Gazette of India, Extraordinary,

Part II, Section 3 (i), No. 539, dated 4.11.2006.

The Rules have come into effect on the date on

which the Offshore Areas Mineral  (Development

and Regulation) Act,  2002 came into force,

i.e, 15.1.2010.

As a sequel, the Controller General, Indian

Bureau  of  Mines  has  been  no t i f i ed  as  the

' ' adminis te r ing  au thor i ty ' '  and  ' ' au thor i sed

officer''  under Section 4 and Clause (i) of Section

22 of the Act vide S.O.339(E) and 340(E) dated

11.2.2010.  The Secretary, Ministry of  Mines has

been notified as ''authorised officer'' to hear and

decide cases relating to Clauses (a) and (b) of

Section 28(1) vide S.O.341(E) dated 11.2.2010.

As per S.O.1341(E) dated 7.6.2010, The

Controller General,  Indian Bureau of Mines

has  no t i f i ed  the  minera l -bear ing  of f shore

blocks available for grant of Exploration Licence.

As  per  the  a t t ached  Schedule  to  the  sa id

Notification, there are 26 offshore areas available

in  o f f shore  wate rs  o f  Bay  of  Benga l  and

37 offshore areas in the offshore waters  of

Arabian Sea for grant of Exploration Licence.

The orders for grant of exploration licences

were issued by the Administering Authority on

05.04.2011 for the 62 exploration blocks (the

bounding latitude and longitude of Block Nos. 3

& 32 falling in the Arabian Sea were same and

therefore these were considered as a single block

and granted as Block No. 3. Before execution of

deed granting such licence, the grant of exploration

licences in 62 blocks was challenged through the

writ petition in the judicature of various High

Courts. Due to interim orders passed by various

Hon’ble High courts on the writ petition and non

disposa l  o f  the  sa id  pe t i t ion ,  the  of f shore

explorat ion l icences granted have not  been

executed. Besides, it has come to the notice of the

admin is te r ing  au thor i ty  tha t  some of  the

exploration blocks notified for grant of offshore

exploration l icences vide notif ication dated

07.06.2010 overlap with areas other than offshore

area, to which the OAMDR Act does not apply.

The Central Government vide S.O.19 (E) dated

06.01.2011, published in the Official Gazette, has

declared the extent of the Coastal Regulation Zone

(CRZ) and has also imposed certain restrictions

on the setting up and expansion of industries,

operations or processes and the like in the CRZ.

The said statutory order states that CRZ shall also

apply to the water and the bed area between the

Low Tide Line to the territorial water limit (12 Nm)

in case of seas and has prohibited in the area so

identified as CRZ, inter alia, the mining of sand,

rocks and other sub-strata materials except those

rare minerals not available outside the CRZ area.

In context of said notification, all the 62 offshore

blocks lie within the area identified as CRZ which

attracts the prohibit ion of mining (operation

undertaken for the purpose of winning any mineral).
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The OAMDR Act provides that the holder of an

exploration license for offshore area shall have the

exclusive right to a production lease for winning of a

mineral. In view of the effect of the CRZ Notification dated

06.01.2011, the purpose of executing the 62 offshore

exploration licences gets defeated as the applicants cannot

undertake operations for winning of minerals subsequent

to the grant of production lease after the successful

completion of exploration operations.

Therefore, taking into consideration all the above

stated facts, the Controller General, IBM and administering

authority Offshore Areas Minerals (Development &

Regulation) vide S.O.19 (E) dated 6th January, 2011,

published in the Official Gazette, annulled the Notification

issued vide S.O.1341(E) dated 7th June 2010 with effect

that all subsequent actions undertaken for grant of the 62

exploration licences hereby stand rescinded.

National Oil Companies (NOCs), viz, ONGC and OIL

has been carrying out exploration and production (E&P)

activities for hydrocarbon in the sedimentary basins, both

inland and offshore, of the country since inception. Till

the end of 1970s, Indian E&P industry was dominated by

NOCs to whom Petroleum Exploration Licence (PELs) were

granted on nomination basis. Exploration was primarily

confined to inland and shallow offshore. In 1979,

Government of India (GOI) took the strategic initiative to

attract foreign investment, technology and capital to deal

with future commitment and challenges of Indian Oil

economy by offering block systematically through bidding.

These rounds were also known as Pre-NELP Exploration

rounds.

In 1991, Government of India adopted liberalised

economic policy that led to de-licensing of core group

including Petroleum Sector and partial dis-investment of

government share including other measures. In view of

this, an independent upstream regulatory body called the

Directorate General of Hydrocarbons (DGH) was

established in 1993 with the objective to promote sound

management of the Indian oil and natural gas resources

having a balanced regard for environment, safety,

technological and economic aspects of petroleum activity.

In addition, DGH has been entrusted with certain

responsibilities concerning the Production Sharing

Contracts for Discovered fields/Exploration blocks,

promotion of investment and monitoring of E&P activities.

After the Nomination era till late 1970s, Pre-NELP

Exploration era (1980-95) and Pre-NELP Field rounds (1992-

93), GoI formulated a policy called as New Exploration

Licensing Policy (NELP) in 1997 to attract significant risk

capital from Indian and Foreign companies, state-of-the-

art technologies, new geological concepts and best

management practices to explore oil and gas resources in

the country. This NELP policy was approved in 1997 and

it became effective in February, 1999. Since then licences

for exploration have been awarded only through a

competitive bidding system and NOCs were compelled to

compete on an equal footing with Indian and Foreign

companies to secure Petroleum Exploration Licences

(PELs). The NELP provides an international class fiscal

and contract framework for E & P of hydrocarbons.

 Government of India has signed 254 contracts under

NELP regime with National Oil Companies and private

(Both Indian and foreign)/ Joint Venture companies. At

present, 111 contracts are operational out of total 310

contracts (254 NELP, 28 Pre-NELP Field round and 28

Pre-NELP Exploration) signed so far under various bidding

rounds.

The awarded 254 blocks under NELP regime are

located in onland (114), offshore shallow water (59) and

deepwater (81) areas. As a result of exploratory activities,

several unexplored and poorly explored areas, in particular

offshore and deepwater areas have been appraised through

geophysical surveys and exploratory drilling. Till date, 240

hydrocarbon discoveries (125 Oil and 115 Gas) have been

made under various regimes and most of the gas discoveries

have been made in offshore - shallow (52) and deepwater

blocks (40). Details of exploration block  awarded/

relinquished/operational are provided in

Table -1.

Table - 1: Details of Exploration Block Awarded

( as on 01.04.2017)

Round       No. of    No. of                    No. of

       blocks    blocks                     blocks

      awarded         relinquished            operational

NELP-I               24                 21                           3

NELP-II 23 20                           3

NELP-III 23 19                           4

NELP-IV 20 16                           4

NELP-V 20 15                           5

NELP-VI 52 41                         11

NELP-VII 41 27                         14

NELP-VIII 32    18                         14

NELP-IX 19 4                         15

Total 254 181                         73

Source : Ind ia ' s  Hydrocarbon  Out look ,  2016-17 ,
Direc tora te  Genera l  o f  Hydrocarbons ,  Min i s t ry  o f
Petroleum & Natural Gas.
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  In order o explore and produce new sources

of natural  gas from coal-bearing areas,  the

Government had formulated a CBM Policy in 1997,

wherein CBM being Natural Gas is explored and

exploited under the provisions of OIL Fields

(Regulation & Development) Act 1948 (ORD Act

1948) and Petroleum & Natural Gas Rules 1959

(P&NG Rules 1959) administered by Ministry of

Petroleum & Natural Gas (MOP&NG). CBM policy

was a imed to  provide  a t t rac t ive  f iscal  and

contractual  f ramework for  explora t ion and

production of CBM which is an environment-

friendly clean gas fuel similar to conventional

natural gas. In order to harness CBM (Coal Bed

Methane) potential in the country, CBM blocks

were offered through international competitive

bidding for exploration and production for the first

time in year 2001. Under the CBM policy, till date,

four rounds of CBM bidding rounds have been

implemented by MoP&NG, resulting in award of

33 CBM blocks [including 2 blocks on Nomination

and  1  b lock  th rough  Fore ign  Inves tment

Promotion Board (FIPB) route]. Till date, most

CBM exploration and production activities in India

are pursued by domestic Indian companies. These

CBM blocks are in the States of Andhra Pradesh,

Assam, Chhattisgarh, Gujarat, Jharkhand, Madhya

Pradesh, Maharashtra, Odisha, Rajasthan, Tamil

Nadu and West Bengal.

Resources

Deposits of hydrocarbon are located in the

offshore areas in the Mumbai offshore, Cambay

basin on the west coast and Cauvery and Krishna-

Godavari basins on the east coast.  The balance

recoverable reserves of hydrocarbon in offshore

areas are furnished in Table-2.

The balance recoverable reserves of crude oil

and natural gas in offshore areas accounted for

46% and 61% of total reserves, respectively. As

on 1.4.2016, proved and indicated balanced

recoverable reserves of crude oil and natural gas

in offshore areas have been placed at 283.53 million

tonnes and 745.41 billion cu m, respectively.

ONGC

During 2015-16, ONGC carried out seismic

surveys and acquired 256.8 GLKM of 2D & 1309.12

SKM of 3D seismic data in the onland area and

4134.71 SKM of 3D seismic data in the offshore

area under nomination regime. A total of 72

exploratory wells with a meterage of  2,01,989 and

252 development wells with a meterage of  4,88,637

have been drilled under nomination regime. A total

of 168.82 of 2D seismic data was acquired by

ONGC under PSC regime in 21 exploratory wells.

Exploratory efforts of  ONGC during 2015-16

resulted  in  17 oil and gas discoveries (07 inland

and 10 offshore areas)  in domestic acreage

(operated by ONGC). Out of these, 08 discoveries

were made in the new prospects, whereas 09 were

new pool discoveries. A total of seven discoveries

were made in New Exploration Licencing Policy

blocks and ten in the nomination blocks. Out of

seven inland discoveries, three discoveries during

the year i.e. North Kovilkappal-6 (NKKAC),

Rokhia-62 (ROBD) and Kesanpall i  West-47

(RWDN) have already started production and

effor t s  a re  be ing  cont inued  to  br ing  o ther

discoveries also on production in the near future.

( Table 3).

EXPLORATION ACTIVITIES

Conventional Hydrocarbon

ONGC, GSI and other Public & Private Sector

companies continued their efforts in respect of

exploration for hydrocarbon in offshore region,

both shallow and deep water, during 2015-16.

Table – 2: Balance Recoverable Reserves of

Crude Oil & Natural Gas in India including

Offshore Areas (As on 1.4.2016)

(Crude oil in million metric tonnes)

(Natural Gas in billion cu m)

Area Crude oil* Natural gas*

India 621.11 1227.20

Onshore: Total 337.59 481.79

Offshore: Total 283.53 745.41

Western Offshore 247.13 293.96

Eastern offshore 36.39 451.46

Source: Indian Petroleum & Natural Gas Statistics 2015-16,

Ministry of Petroleum & Natural Gas.

* Proved and indicated balance recoverable reserves.

Note: In case of  Natural Gas, reserves includes  Coal Bed

Methane  in  Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh and West Bengal.
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Table – 3 : Detail of Oil and Gas Discovery by

ONGC in Offshore Areas during 2016-17

S.N. Well No. Basin/Sub-basin Type of

Hydro

carbon

1 . KGS092NA-SRI-1 KG (offshore-SW) Oil & Gas

2 . B-34-2/B-34-B Mumbai offshore Oil & Gas

3 . B-157N-1/B-157N-1

Mumbai offshore Oil & Gas

4 . GS-7-1/GS-71-AA KG (offshore-SW) Oil & Gas

5 . B-154N/

B-154N-A Mumbai offshore Oil & Gas

6.  D-30-2?D-30-A Mumbai offshore Oil & Gas

7.  G-1N-2/G-1-N-

AB KG (offshore-SW) Oil &Gas

8 . GKS101NCA-1/

GKS101NCA-A Kachchh Oil &Gas

9.  MBSO51NAA-2/

NAA-B Saurashtra Gas

& Cond.

10 . B-12C/B12C-/

B-12C-A Mumbai offshore Gas &

Cond.

Source:  Hydrocarbon  Exp lora t ion  & Produc t ion

Activities, India 2016-17.

Reliance Industries Ltd (RIL)

KG D6 : As a part of the appraisal programme for
the D-55 discovery, continuous evaluation of

results of 3 wells were carried out extensively. In
addi t ion ,  enhanced  imaging  for  rese rvo i r
characterisation and conceptual engineering/Pre
Front-End Engineering Design studies have also
been completed. Based on these appraisal efforts,
the Commerciality Report has been submitted to
Management Committee for its review, leading to
a reserves accretion of about 1 TCFe in the current
fiscal.

During the year, based on Govt. of India
policy on testing requirement, Reliance along with
JV par tners  has  performed Dri l l  Stem Test
operations in discoveries D29 and D30. In view of
smaller and scattered nature of the accumulations,
these  d iscover ies  are  conceptual i sed  to  be
developed in an integrated manner with the 4
Satell i te discoveries.  The JV has submitted
commerciality report to MC in Q1 FY 2016-17.

Private Companies/Joint Ventures

During 2015-16, a total of 7816.12 GLKM of
2D seismic data was acquired, mostly of which is
in offshore region by Private/JVs. A total of
6236.12 SQM of 3D seismic data was acquired,
majority of which was carried out by ONGC in its
of f shore  nomina t ion  a reas .  A to ta l  o f  138
exploratory wells and 363 developments wells were
drilled in 2015-16. Majority of the development
wel ls  were  dr i l led  by ONGC in  i t s  onland
nomination areas.

Table - 4: Exploratory & Development Efforts under Nomination & PSC Regime During 2015-16

S l . S u b j e c t P a r a m e t e r O N G C OIL Pvt/JVs* Total

No. ( N o m i n a t i o n ) ( N o m i n a t i o n )

1 2D seismic Onland (GLKM) 256 .8 175 .8 535 .96 968 .56

data acquired Offshore (GLKM) - - 6 8 4 7 . 5 6 6 8 4 7 . 5 6

Total  2D Seismic 256 .8 175 .8 7 3 8 3 . 5 2 7 8 1 6 . 1 2

2 3D seismic Onland (SKM) 1 3 0 9 . 1 2 1 . 1 3 791 .16 2 1 0 1 . 4 1

data acquired Offshore (SKM) 4 1 3 4 . 7 1 - - 4 1 3 4 . 7 1

Total  3D Seismic 5 4 4 3 . 8 3 1 . 1 3 791 .16 6 2 3 6 . 1 2

3 Explora tory Onland 5 2 1 1 4 0 1 0 3

wells drilled Offshore 2 0 - 1 5 3 5

Total  Exploratory Wells 7 2 1 1 5 5 1 3 8

4 Explora tory Onland (‘000) 1 5 2 . 3 9 6 60 .211 101 .2 3 1 3 . 7 5 9

Meterage drilled Offshore (‘000) 49 .593 0 4 0 . 4 8 9 . 9 6 4 8

Total Exploratory Meterage 2 0 1 . 9 8 9 60 .211 141 .5238 403 .7238

5 Development Onland 2 1 8 3 3 7 0 3 2 1

Wells drilled Offshore 3 4 - 8 4 2

Total  Development  Wel ls 2 5 2 3 3 7 8 3 6 3

6 Development Onland (‘000) 4 0 3 . 2 9 8 82 .55 1 0 2 . 8 2 3 588 .67

Meterage drilled Offshore (‘000) 85 .339 0 21 .79 1 0 3 . 0 2 2

Total  Development  Meterage 4 8 8 . 6 3 7 82 .55 124 .61 695 .8

Source:  India 's  Hydrocarbon Outlook:  2015-16 -  A report  on explorat ion & product ion act iv i t ies ,  Directorate

General of Hydrocarbon, Ministry of Petroleum & Natural Gas.

* Includes 168.82 GLKM of 2D seismic data acquired by ONGC under PSC regime in 2015-16 in 21 exploratory wells.
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Geological Survey of India (GSI)
Airborne Geophysical Surveys

GSI pursued airborne geophysical survey for
generating database by employing magnetic and
gamma ray spectrometric techniques.  The survey
was followed by data processing, preparation of
aerogeophysical maps and interpretations that
help in ground evaluation and add information to
geological maps and would aid prospecting and
exploration for minerals.  The data from the aerial
surveys thus form an important backup  for refining
the geological understanding of an area, with
focus on identification of favourable locales of
mineralisation, crustal structure, etc.

The Geological Survey of India in collaboration
with international and national agencies has collected
a large amount of low altitude aeromagnetic data under
the projects Operation Hard Rock (OHR), National
Geophysical Research Institute (NGRI) and Twin Otter
Airborne Survey System(TOASS) in parts of Andhra
Pradesh, Telangana, Karnataka and Tamil Nadu,
between the co-ordinates 77°-81°E and 12°302 -18°N.

During 2015-16, the airborne surveys by TOASS
were carried out along the west coast in the Ratnagiri –

Mumbai stretch, Maharashtra and over the Marwar –
Khetri area of Rajasthan. The surveys in both the areas
were conducted by engaging magnetic and
spectrometric sensors. a) Ratnagiri-Mumbai area,
Maharashtra: The Airborne Geophysical survey over
Ratnagiri – Mumbai stretch, West Coast was completed
with coverage of 10,138l km of survey lines and 2,132l
km of tie lines. A total of 597l km could not be surveyed
owing to flying restriction in and around the Mumbai
airport. The entire west coast Ratnagiri-Mumbai
segment covered by aerogeophysical surveys.b)
Marwar-Khetri area, Rajasthan: The airborne surveys

were conducted in the sand covered parts towards
northwest of Aravalli ranges for locating concealed Cu-
Zn bearing VMS type deposits.

Marine & Coastal Survey

During 2015-16, Marine and Coastal survey
Division (M&CSD), GSI carried out offshore

geoscientific studies.

Marine and Coastal Survey Division (MCSD) has

completed seabed mapping of 1,32,585 km2 out of

1,50,000 km2  in 5 km × 2 km grid within TW  and 18,55,614

km2 out of 18,64,900  km2 in the EEZ beyond Territorial

Waters on reconnaissance scale. Besides, an area of

1164 km2 within the contiguous zone was mapped on

reconnaissance scale with sampling grid of 5 km x 2 km.

The total EEZ coverage including TW is 1988199 km2

out of a total EEZ area of  20,14,900 km2.

R.V. Samudra Ratnakar covered an area of 55232 sq
km by high resolution seabed mapping by multi beam
bathymetry and 15867 sq.km for mineral investigation.
Under different themes, R.V. Samudra Ratnakar
collected 7421l km single beam bathymetry, 6880
magnetic, 17996 gravity, 1038 multichannel seismic,
16070l km sub-bottom profile and 5 CTD profile data
and also sediment samples from 82 locations and water
samples from 35 stations. During 2015-16, a total of
nineteen cruises were undertaken using three vessels.
i.e. 6 cruises of Ratnakar, 7 cruises of R.V. Samudra
Kaustubh and 6 cruises of R.V. Samudra Shaudhikama.
The 22 coastal and lab items taken up under Eastern,
Western and Southern Region includes 4 mineral
investigation, 6 geo-environmental, 7 data compilation,
4 research items and 1 mapping project.

The following marine geoscientific surveys
were carried out during 2015-16 Field Season:

R.V. Samudra Ratnakar
1. SR-013: Study of Geomorphology and Geology

of the Seabed in the Narcondam-Barren Basin, North
Andaman Sea.

2. SR-014A: Special cruise for National
Investigation Agency.

3. SR-019: Study of tectonic setup of Bay of
Bengal and Andaman-Nicobar subduction complex
within EEZ of India by systematic multi-channel seismic
survey.

4. SR-021: Swath bathymetric survey of the sea
bed off Pudimadaka to Gopalpur, within EEZ of Andhra
Pradesh and Odisha.

RV Samudra Kaustubh

1. ST-244: Parametric Survey within the Territorial
Waters off Visakhapatnam, Andhra Pradesh Coast

2. ST-246: Systematic magnetic survey within
Territorial waters in the shelf area off Chilka Lake,
Odisha

3. ST-247: Study of seabed morphology off
Ganga Delta in the mid to outer continental shelf off
West Bengal.

4. ST-249: Parametric Survey Within Territorial
Waters Off Covelong, Tamil Nadu Coast.

RV Samudra Shaudhikama
1. SD-262: Characterisation of paleo channel off

Periyar River Estuary, Kerala Coast.
2. SD-263: Mapping of the seabed off Kadol,

Gujarat.
3. SD-265: Characterisation of paleo channels

within territorial waters of Karnataka.
4. SD-267: High resolution mapping of

Contiguous Zone beyond territorial water in Arabian
Sea off Kochi, Kerala (Block-A).

5. SD-268: High resolution systematic mapping
of Contiguous Zone beyond territorial water in Arabian
Sea off Kochi, Kerala (Block-B).
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OFFSHORE RESOURCE SURVEY BY GSI

01] Evaluation of the role of coastal morphodynamics

in heavy mineral accumulation on Ullal Beach,

Karnataka, using sediment trap.

To study the seasonal morphological changes in a wave

dominated heavy mineral-rich beach near Ullal, ten

beach profiles were taken in 3 seasons. Forty-one

samples were collected from beach face and 62 samples

were collected using sediment trap in 3 seasons to study

seasonal changes in heavy mineral concentration

across the beach face. Oceanographic parameters were

measured in each season. In each phase, the profiles

were measured thrice within a span of 10-15 days to

understand the short-term changes in beach

morphology. From the profiles of first two phases it is

understood that accretion has taken place in fair-

weather condition. But from the comparison of two

seasons it is clear that the beach has undergone overall

erosion during monsoon season. Amphibole, pyroxene,

ilmenite, sillimanite, rutile, garnet, leucoxene, zircon and

kyanite are the heavy minerals identified. The beach

samples exhibit large variations in heavy mineral

content (0.91 to 17.50 wt.%) with highest concentration

on the dunes and backshore and relatively lesser

concentration on the berm and foreshore regions (<1%).

Highest concentration of heavies is seen in the +60

size fraction and the heavy mineral concentration

decrease with decrease in grain size in most of the

domain. Analysis of samples of phase II and III is in

progress.

02] Preliminary assessment of heavy mineral

occurrence in the nearshore between Kochi and

Munambam, Ernakulam district, Kerala.

In the first phase, 25 beach samples in 1 km × 1 km grid

pattern and 3 water samples were collected from the

area between Kochi and Munambam. Samples from the

top 30-50 cm layer of beach were collected by using

PVC pipes and representative samples were packed

after thorough mixing and coning and quartering at site.

The beach samples were collected from active berm,

berm run and stabilized berms, etc. At certain places

like Njarakkal, the beach is very wide with 100 m width

and two samples were collected from the same locations

with 50 m spacing. The heavy mineral occurrence was

found in the entire coastal stretch from Fort Kochi to

Munambam and their percentages and   thickness of

occurrence vary from places to place. The heavies

consist of ilmenite, pyroboles, garnet, etc. Three water

samples were collected from the study area and they

consist of (1) sea water from 1 km north of Cochin

refinery (2) sea water from near Cochin refinery (3) water

from estuary from Marine Drive. Water samples were

collected to study the environmental pollution. In the

2nd  phase, boat survey in the nearshore waters (0-10 m)

and postmonsoon beach sampling were carried out.

The boat survey included bathymetric survey and

seabed sampling. Seventyfive line km bathymetric

survey was carried out against target of 50 lkm which

includes mainly coast-perpendicular lines and few

coast-parallel lines. Seventy-five seabed samples were

collected against target of 50 which include sand, clay,

silty clay, sandy clay, clayey silt, clayey sand, etc.  The

beach samples were collected using PVC pipes and

cores of varying lengths (30 cm 1 m) were recovered.

Heavies were found in all the beach samples and their

percentages vary from place to place.

03] Evaluation of heavy mineral resource potential in

nearshore area off Poompuhar, Nagapattinam along

with mapping of sea bed

The study area from north of Koolaiyar to south of

Karaikal has been divided into four sectors: (i) northern

sector from Toduvaipattanacheri to Chavadikuppam

villages (ii) topmiddle sector from Chavadikuppam to

Chidambarapakkam villages, (iii) bottom-middle sector

from Chidambarapakkam to Tarangambadi villages and

(iv) southern sector from Tarangambadi to

Pattanachcheri villages. Profile measurements were

carried out along 45 transects and 127 sediment samples

along the profiles and 39 sub-samples from pit sampling

at 12 stations were collected. In addition, 7 surface

sediment samples from Virasolanar, Manjavaykal,

Cauvery and Uppanar rivers have also been collected

for provenance study. Narrow beaches 130 m to 160 m

wide with backshore gradient of 1: 57.2 to 1: 29.67 and

foreshore gradient of 1: 8.3 to 1: 5.5 is the characteristic

feature of sector-1. In sector-II, heavy mineral

concentration could be observed more in the

Chavadikkuppam area. The gradients in backshore and

foreshore in sector-II are 1: 22 to 1: 12.14 and 1:8.58 to

1:3.18, respectively. Near Poompuhar, due to

construction of groins, coastal erosion could be

observed in the northern side of groins, while accretion

could be observed to its southern side. Sector-III is

characterized by coarse garnet grain concentrations

with relatively lesser heavy mineral concentration than

sector-II. Backshore gradient varies in this sector from
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1: 37 to 1: 32.83 and foreshore gradient varies from 1:

13.45 to 1: 3.15. In sector-IV, 3-4 cm thick consolidated

crust with 51.99 HM wt% could be observed across

three joint dunes extending over 3000 sq m. Backshore

gradient in this sector varies from 1: 22to 1: 12.14 and

foreshore gradient varies from 1: 8.58 to 1: 3.18. Single

beam bathymetric survey carried out nearshore showed

water depth variation from 3.04 m to 15.41 m. Seabed

samples (177 grab samples at 500 m interval along 45

transects) showed heavy mineral-enriched fine sand

off  Chidambarapakkam- Talampettai area. Heavy mineral

separation was carried out for 8 onshore surface

sediment samples taken from all profiles. The heavy

mineral wt. % in beach sediment varies from 5.98% to

57.72%. Sector wise distribution of heavies on the beach

is 10.88 to 13.3%, 10.79 to 57.72%, 16.20 to 56.31% and

27.06% to 37.70% at sector-I, II, III and IV, respectively.

The samples collected across exposed section of beach

front near Akkaravattam show 5.98% & 33.29% of HM

wt. % within 0.00-0.50 m and 0.50-1.00 m, respectively.

Taking average of heavy mineral wt. % in the onshore

beach sediment as 28.74%, the heavy mineral reserve

in the surface sediment of the onshore area [0.00-0.50

m] is estimated to be 2.84 million tonnes (approximately)

in 9.9 million tonnes (approximately) of sand.

Lime Mud

04] Preliminary assessment of lime mud in the

continental margin off Saurashtra, Gujarat (RV

Samudra Ratnakar)

The cruise onboard RV Samudra Ratnakar taken up

fordetermining the thickness and distribution of lime

mud, its nature and quality in the selected area (Block-

II) in the continental margin off Saurashtra, Gujarat

covered an area of 11294 sq km. High-resolution sub-

bottom profile survey coupled with systematic seabed

sampling with piston and gravity corer delineated the

disposition of lime mud within three sedimentary basins

of the area. The basins are separated from each other

by coral ridges formed during the low sea stands of

Last Glacial Maximum (LGM). The sedimentary

sequence mapped has a 1.0- to 1.5-m-thick terrigenous

clay unit on top followed by a few cm-thick calcareous

clay, 0.5- to 1-m-thick impure lime mud and 0.5- to 5-m-

thick pure lime mud. At places, the thickness of lime

mud is inferred up to 15 m. The base of lime mud is an

indurated oolitic surface of LGM. With the sediment

core log overlay facility of sub-bottom processing

software (ISE 2.9.5.7), different sediment units have

been identified, digitized and plotted for computation

of thickness of different sediment layers in the area.

Phosphorite

05] Delineation of phosphorite-bearing sediments over

and around Karwar South Mount, Arabian Sea (RV

Samudra Ratnakar)

During the cruise, geological and geophysical

surveys were carried out to search for phosphorite over

and around Karwar Mounts and also to delineate the

geomorphology/subsurface features. Multibeam Echo-

Sounders (MBES), Sub-Bottom Profiling (SBP),

magnetic and gravity survey were carried out over and

around Karwar mounts. An area of 7465 sq km was

covered over and around the Karwar Central and South

Mounts by traversing 2995 lkm along run lines with

varying line spacing. Depth in the survey area varies

from 2000 m in the western part to 200 m in the

southeastern part. Multi-beam echo-sounding data

delineated Karwar Central Mount (KCM) in the northern

part, Karwar South Mount (KSM) towards south and a

small mount in the southwestern corner of the area.

KCM is flat-topped (48.4 km length and 21.4 km width)

and has numerous gullies and ravines along its slopes.

KSM is also flat- topped ridge but smaller in extent (14

km × 4 km) and is characterised by absence of gullies

along the slopes. South Mount (small mount) unlike

the above two mounts is not flat-topped. Another

topographic high in the western part is also reflected in

the multibeam data which may be a part of the parallel

ridge system (Laccadive Ridge). Study of grid model

reveals presence of pockmarks towards the western

part of the study area just adjacent to the western

topographic high (Laccadive Ridge) which is 28 to 30

km away from the western flank of Central Karwar Mount

at a water depth of around 2000 m. Sub-bottom profile

data depict almost flat mount in the central part, steep

slopes along western margin and a V-shaped valley at

eastern part of KCM. It also reflects different sediment

layers with varying thickness. Dome/conical- shaped

features are observed at different places below, above

and within the sediment layers at a depth of 600 m to

1000 m with a height of 13 to 15 m and a width of 60 to

80 m. Steep slopes and erosional valleys which are

common around the mounts are also observed in

subbottom profiles. Gas-venting features are observed

at few places. Magnetic high MH1 over KCM falls in

the area of high gravity GH1. A linear pattern of NW-

SE-trending low magnetic anomaly ML1 is observed

towards the eastern flank of Karwar Mount chain which

is probably due to the boundary between Pratap Ridge
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and continental shelf zone. It demarcates the limits of

Pratap Ridge on the eastern side. Magnetic high MH2

situated in the middle part of the western boundary of

the area is associated with gravity high GH5. Subdued

magnetic anomaly over Karwar South Mount and Small

Mount are associated with gravity high GH2 & GH3,

respectively. A NNE-SSW-trending magnetic low ML2

is seen in northwest corner of the study area. The general

trend of gravity contours is NW–SE associated with

five prominent highs namely GH1, GH2, GH3, GH4 and

GH5. These gravity highs are associated with strong

relief on bathymetry/seamounts. One prominent NW-

SE-trending linear  feature associated with gravity low

lies in the western side of the seamount chain. It shows

an elongated basin or subsidence zone in the abyssal

plain. High gravity anomalies of KCM and KSM are

separated by a low gravity anomaly. The FAG anomaly

in the eastern side of KCM is comparatively lower than

the anomaly in the east of the KSM. Thus, the gravity

anomaly correlates well with the topography of the

seafloor. FAG anomaly shows isolated high-frequency,

high-amplitude and semi-circular anomalies over the

isolated Karwar seamounts instead of linear continuous

mount chain along Prathap Ridge. Two NE–SW-

trending faults are mapped in the FAG map in the study

area similar to magnetic map as deepseated faults

extended from the coast in between the Karwar mounts.

Part of the leftover seabed sampling operations was

carried out during SR-017 cruise and phosphatic

materials were recovered from KSM.

06] Appraisal of phosphorite in the seabed sediments

of continental shelf and slope off Chennai, Tamil Nadu

Coast (RV Samudra Ratnakar)

The cruise was taken up to assess the phosphorite

potential in the seabed sediments in the continental

shelf and slope regions off Nellore to Chennai by

systematic multibeam bathymetric survey, sub-bottom

profiling, gravimetry, sediment and water sampling in

an area of 6000 sq km. Detailed bathymetric map shows

that the width of the continental shelf varies from 25

km in the northern part (off Nellore), 40 km in central

(off Pulicat) and 45 km in the southern (off Chennai)

sectors. The outer shelf of Chennai with rugged

topography with 2 to 5 m high pinnacles may be due to

surficial expression of hard bottom developed due to

coral mats. Carbonate-dominated skeletal fragments,

calcareous concretions and phosphatic nodules blanket

the area. At water depth of 320 to 375 m, contour parallel

series of discontinuous sliding/slumping features

trending N–S are noticed and are believed to be the

result of a major lineament. The SBP profiles indicate

the presence of low strandline positions at a water depth

of 90, 100 and 130 m. Some of the profile sections off

Chennai-Pulicat sector show gas escape/venting

indications in subsurface layers of a thickness of 10-14

m. Higher concentration of CaCO3 observed in the

southern part of the area could be attributed to the

presence of calcareous-rich sediments and coral mats.

The binary discriminate plot of Fe/Ti vs Al / (Al + Fe +

Mn) indicates that the surface sediments are derived

from the continental crust. REE concentration is high

in fine-grained sediments and depleted in coarse-

grained sediments. PAAS normalized REE patterns

show flattened and negative Eu* and Ce* anomalies.

Phosphatic concretions as black to grey massive

encrustations/concretions are observed in surface and

subsurface sediments. The geochemical analysis based

on major elemental concentration shows concentration

of P2O5 in the range of 0.15 to 19.72% and EPMA

analysis reveals up to 34% P2O5 in some phosphatic

concretions.

Placer Mineral

07] Placer mineral resource evaluation in the

territorial waters off Chilka, Odisha (RV Samudra

Kaustubh) (alternate mineral investigation item)

The theme of the cruise was originally on study of

seabed morphology using mutibeam swath bathymetry.

However, due to non-functioning of echo-sounder, the

cruise has taken the alternate programme of placer

mineral investigation in Chilka. An area of 48 sq km off

Harchandi and Puri, southeast of Chilka Lake was

covered during the cruise to identify and quantify the

surface and subsurface heavy mineral distribution

zones by close grid vibro core sampling (1 km × 1 km

grid) and also to understand the depositional history

of the sediments. The bathymetric data revealed the

presence of one submerged ridge (possible paleo-

strandline), between 19 m and 21 m water depth with an

average width of approximately 4 km. A total of 72 vibro

core (VC) samples were collected. The length of retrieved

cores varied from 0.11 m to 3.47 m. Sedimentological

investigations showed a seabed carpeted by very fine

sand and fine-to-medium sand with abundant shells

and shell fragments (bivalves and gastropods). At

certain locations, especially on the southernmost part

of the surveyed area, reddish brown sand  intermixed

with clay is also observed probably representing the
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sub-aerially exposed variegated compact sticky silty

sand/sandy silt at 20 m water depth. On the other hand,

towards the northeastern corner of the surveyed area,

the top sediments are fine sand which in turn gradually

changes to grey silty clay at 21 m water depth. The

nature and character of the sediment observed in the

cores collected in the surveyed area indicates

substantial oxidation of the sediment, which is possibly

due to sub-aerial exposure during the changes in sea

level. However, further study is required to know the

nature and timing of sea-level change. During the cruise,

3 water samples were also collected at 3 stations from

water depths of 20 m, 22.3 m and 21.4 m. All the physical

parameters of water samples like temperature, pH,

conductivity, salinity, etc. analysed onboard have

shown consistent values. A total of 91 subsamples were

generated for heavy mineral separation, 105 subsamples

for grain size analysis and 52 subsamples for

micropaleontological investigations.

8] Placer mineral resource evaluation in the territorial

waters off Santapalle, northeast of Bhimunipatnam,

Andhra Pradesh (RV Samudra Kaustubh)

The cruise was taken up to evaluate placer mineral

resources in an area of 50 sq km within the territorial

waters off Santapalle, northeast of Bhimunipatnam,

Andhra Pradesh. Sixty-six vibro core samples, with core

length varying from 0.16 to 3.25 m were collected on a

grid pattern of 1 km x 1 km within water depths of 12.98

to 21.5 m. Besides, current observations and water

samples at surface and subsurface levels from three

stations each were collected; and 55 lkm of bathymetric

survey along 11 coast-perpendiculars transects of 5

km length each at 1 km apart was carried out. Bathymetry

reveals that the contours are parallel to NESW coast

configuration and the area has a very gentle gradient

of 1: 735. The contours express that the seabed is flat in

nature with a gentle slope towards seaside. A partly

submerged rocky outcrop, which may be in continuity

of AGRA ROCKS on the nearshore, is observed on

transect-10 with a relief of about 2 m. The sediment

type recorded, in general, is grey medium sand and fine

sand at surface level and brown to grey medium sand

and coarse sand with shell fragments and rock pieces

at bottom level. Increase in grain size towards bottom

is recorded in the area. Heavy minerals are observed in

grey fine sand. Physical and chemical partameters of

seawater were studied at 3 stations from two levels

each within water depths of 14 to 19 m. Increase in

temperature, conductivity and salinity and decrease in

pH and DO towards bottom levels are observed. The

average seawater current direction is southwest at

surface and bottom levels, whereas the average

seawater current speed varied from 29 cm/s at surface

level to 27 cm/s at bottom level. The vibro core

sediments were subsampled at half-a-metre interval for

evaluation of heavy mineral resources. Heavy mineral

analyses indicate weight percentage variation of 0.61

to 6.3% with an average of 2.5%. Detailed studies are in

progress.

9] Preliminary investigation of placer mineral

resources in the shelf area off Kollidam and Uppanar

River mouths (RV Samudra Kaustubh)

An area of 220 sq km lying in the middle to outer shelf

within 7.8 m and 84.9 m water depths and 1 km to 15 km

away from the coast off Kollidam and Uppanar River

mouths has been covered with close-spaced

bathymetric survey and simultaneous systematic

seabed sediment sampling in 2 km × 2 km grid pattern

and seawater sampling at selected places. The

geomorphology of the seabed has been interpreted

based on bathymetric map prepared with acquired data.

The sea floor is found to show gentle slope towards

sea. In the northern sector i.e., off Kollidam River mouth,

the gradient of the seabed varies from 1 in 265 (0.2160)

to 1 in 102 (0.5620). In the southern sector i.e., off

Uppanar River mouth, the gradient of the seabed varies

from 1 in 397 (0.1440) to 1 in 193.3 (0.2960). The northern

sector of the investigation area is comparatively steeper

than the southern sector. The shelf in the southern

sector appears wider than the northern sector. A total

of 69 vibrocores, 6 gravity cores and 2 grab samples

have been collected. The physical parameters of

seawater determined onboard like pH, conductivity,

salinity and dissolved oxygen vary from 8.016 to 8.17,

49.5 mS/cm to 52.4 mS/cm, 32.5 g/l to 34.7 g/l and 4.33

mg/l to 4.79 mg/l, respectively. Down the water column

the dissolved oxygen content is observed to decrease,

while the conductivity increases with salinity. Off north

of Kollidam River mouth, up to 25 m water depth, the

seabed is carpeted by clayey sediment, whereas from

25 m to 45 m water depth, clayey silt or silty clay occurs

as the dominant sediment unit. On the seabed off coastal

stretch between Kollidam and Uppanar River mouths,

sand or clay occurs up to 15 m water depth, while

beyond 15 m water depth, fine to medium sand enriched

with heavy mineral occurs. Beyond 45 m water depth,

pebbly coarse sand enriched with HM, shell and shell

fragments (some coral fragments could be seen) could
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be observed. All the collected cores have been cut and

logged to generate subsamples at 0.50 m interval. The

processing of the samples for heavy mineral studies is

under progress. As per the result of Cruise ST-195 (FS

2007-2008), the expected heavy mineral concentration

on seabed in this area may give an average of 4.76%

which may yield an average HM reserve of 8.37 million

tonnes (approximately) in 176 million tonnes of sand

(approximately) on seabed i.e., 0 m to 0.50 m level. The

zones of heavy mineral concentration on seabed and at

different levels below seafloor i.e., at levels of 0–0.5 m,

0.5-1.0 m, 1.0-1.5 m, 1.5-2.0 m, 2.5-3.0 m, 3.0-3.5 m, 3.5-4.0

m will be evaluated comprehensively and the potential

area of heavy mineral concentration may be demarcated

and proposed for survey at 1 km × 1 km grid sampling.

Sand

10] Preliminary evaluation of offshore sand resources

in the shelf sediments off Ambalapuzha, Kerala (RV

Samudra Shaudhikama)

Preliminary survey for construction grade sand at 2 km

× 2 km grid interval was carried out off Ambalappuzha,

Kerala based on reported occurrence of sand in the

area during SD-216 cruise. Bathymetric survey was

carried out initially for 205 lkm which includes 5 N-S

lines of 38.5 km each and 2 E-W cross lines of 6.5 km

each. The bathymetric map shows a gentle seaward

slope. In total, 92 vibro cores were collected from 80

locations from an area of 250 sq km off Ambalappuzha.

The vibro-cores vary in length from 21 cm to 4.29 m.

Sand is mainly found on the top in western side of

southern part and as pockets/lensoidal bodies in central

part of the area. 30% of top surface is covered by sand

and 10% is covered by clayey sand. The sand is

followed by sandy clay, clay and oxidized clay. The

northern part of the area is devoid of sand on the surface

and is dominated by sandy clay and clay at bottom

part. 80% of the area is covered by sand followed by

clayey sand, sandy clay, clay and oxidized clay. The

bottom part of a few cores is occupied by peat, hard

and compact oxidized clay and lumps of clay, wood

pieces and lumps of sand, etc. which indicate existence

of a paleostrandline/ lacustrine environment in the area.

Three types of sand are found in the cores. They are

fine sand, coarse sand and very fine sand. Fine sand is

predominant and is mainly found in bottom part of the

core, whereas very fine sand is found at the top. The

longest core is 3.3 m (entirely sand) and the shortest is

0.46 m. Coarse sand is found only in few cores at the

bottom. The sand is generally mixed with clay and big

shells of bivalves and gastropods and shell fragments.

The vibro cores were cut and logged at GSI laboratory,

Mangalore and found that majority of the cores (75)

contain clay and sandy clay and a few cores (17) contain

sand.

Production
Petroleum (crude) and natural gas (utilised) are the

mineral items produced from Off-shore region. The total

estimated value of production of these two items in the

region during 2015-16 at ` 54,000 crore decreased by

2% as compared  to the previous year.  Off-shore ac-

counted for 19% of total value of mineral production in

India.

Off-shore accounted for 52% production of

petroleum (crude) and 71% of natural gas (utilised) in

the country during 2015-16. In the region,  production

of   petroleum (crude) increased  by 2%  while that of

natural  gas (utilized)  decreased by 7% as compared  to

the previous year. (Table - 5).

Table – 5: Mineral Production in  Offshore, 2013-14 to 2015-16
(Excluding Atomic Minerals)

(Value in ` '000)

2013-14 2 0 1 4 - 1 5 2015-16  (P)
Mineral Unit

Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value

All Minerals 550050778 549553711 539995883

 Natural Gas (utilised) m c m 26397 218306569 24860 205595383 23012 190312187

 Petroleum (crude) '000t 18252 331744209 18924 343958328 19239 349683696
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Coal-bed Methane (CBM), an eco-friendly

natural gas stored in coal seams, is generated

during the process of the coalification. The coal

and lignite seams contain varying amounts of

methane  depending  on  the  rank  of  the

carbonaceous matter, the depth of burial and the

geotectonic setting of basins. CBM exploration

and exploitation has an important bearing on

reducing the greenhouse effect. The extraction

of the CBM through degassing of the coal seams

prior to mining of coal, is a cost-effective means

of boosting coal production and maintaining safe

methane level in working mines.

India  has  the  f i f th  larges t  proven coal

reserves in the world and thus, holds significant

prospects for exploration and exploitation of

CBM. The prognosticated CBM resources in the

country are about 92 TCF (2600 BCM) in 12 states

of India. In order to harness CBM potential in the

country, the Government of India formulated CBM

Policy in 1997, wherein CBM being Natural Gas is

explored and exploited under the provisions of

Oil Fields (Regulation and Development) Act, 1948

and Petroleum & Natural Gas Rules, 1959. With

the  announcement  o f  sa id  po l icy,  CBM

development gained momentum which laid the

foundation of commercial exploitation of CBM in

India. The said policy provided level playing

pla t form for  exp lora t ion  and  commerc ia l

exploitation of CBM by national and international

entrepreneurs.

CBM blocks  were  of fe red  th rough

international competitive bidding for exploration

and production of CBM in the country for the

first time in May 2001. So far, under the CBM

policy,  the Government has awarded 33 CBM

blocks [including 2 blocks on Nomination and 1

block through Foreign Investment Promotion

Board (FIPB) route] in four rounds of bidding to

National, Private & Joint Venture Companies.

These 33 blocks covers 16,613 sq km out of the

total  available coal-bearing areas for CBM

exploration of 26,000 sq km. These CBM blocks

are in the states of Andhra Pradesh, Assam,

Chhat t isgarh,  Jharkhand,  Madhya Pradesh,

Maharashtra, Odisha, Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu,

Telangana and West Bengal.

In  Ind ia ,  mos t  CBM explora t ion  and

production activities are  pursued by domestic

Indian companies. Total prognosticated CBM

resource for awarded 33 CBM blocks, is about 62.4

TCF (1767 BCM), of which, so far, 9.9 TCF (280.34

BCM) has been established as Gas in Place (GIP).

The vast majority of the best prospective

areas for CBM development are in Eastern India,

situated in Damodar Koel valley and Son valley.

CBM projects exist in Raniganj South, Raniganj

East and Raniganj North areas in the Raniganj

coalfield, the Parbatpur block in Jharia coalfield

and the East and West Bokaro coalfields. Son

valley includes the Sonhat North and Sohagpur

East and West blocks.

Within the next few years, CBM is expected

to  emerge  as  a  new source  of  na tura l  gas

production in the country.  India has emerged as

the fourth country in  the world capable  of

producing CBM on commercial scale. Currently,

commercial production has commenced from

Raniganj South CBM block operated by M/s.

GEECL since July 2007. As on March 2016, CBM

production is around 1.168 MMSCMD from 4 CBM

blocks which includes test gas production from 3

CBM blocks and commercial production from one

CBM block. Eight more CBM blocks are expected

to start commercial production in near future. The

total CBM production is expected to be around

5.7 MMSCMD by 2018.

Gas Hydrates

Gas hydrates are formed when gas and water

mixtures are subjected to high pressure and low

temperature conditions in the sea, usually in water

depths of more than 800 m, within sediments just

below the sea bottom. They are also formed in

some permafrost region of the world.  The gas

hydrates also act as a cap under which natural

gas can get accumulated. Gas Hydrates can be an

unconventional future energy source world over.

World over production of gas from gas hydrate is

in research & development stage. USA, Japan,

Russia, China, Germany and Korea are deeply

involved in developing a technology to exploit

these proved Gas hydrates reserves.

In India, Gas hydrate research and exploratory

activities are being steered by the Ministry of

Petroleum & Natural Gas under National Gas

Coal-Bed Methane
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Hydrate Programme (NGHP). The presence of gas

hydrate is  established in Krishna-Godavari ,

Mahanadi, Gulf of Mannar and Andaman Basin.

Under National Gas Hydrate Programme

(NGHP), technically coordinated by Directorate

General of Hydrocarbons (DGH), various R&D

studies are in progress to develop vast resources

of gas hydrates in western and eastern offshore

and Andaman offshore areas. It is a consortium of

National E & P Companies, namely, ONGC, GAIL,

OIL and national research institutions NIO, NIOT

and NGRI.  There are numerous potential offshore

areas of gas hydrates in KG, Mahanadi and

Andaman deepwaters which are under different

stages of development.

NGHP-Expedition-01 exploration programme

was carried out in 2006 for mapping gas hydrates

zones in Krishna-Godavari ,  Kerala Konkan,

Mahanadi and Andaman offshore. Total 39 holes

at  21 si tes were dril led and established the

physical presence of gas hydrate in Krishna-

Godavari, Mahanadi and Andaman Basin in clay

dominated complex geological settings.

NGHP-02 was commenced on 3rd March 2015

and has been completed on 28th July 2015. Total

42 wells were drilled at 25 sites in Krishna-

Godavari and Mahanadi area in sand reservoirs

for gas hydrates. LWD was completed in 25 wells

in 4 areas A, B C & E. Coring and wire line logging

was carried out in 17 wells in areas ‘B’ ‘C’ & ‘E’.

NGHP-02 has discovered significant gas-hydrate-

bearing sand reservoir system in the Krishna-

Godavari B, C and E areas. Area A, which is in the

Mahanadi deep water basin, has several sand

zones devoid of gas hydrates. Identified two

distinct gas hydrate accumulations in Krishna-

Godavari Basin, one is approximately 20 to 100 m

th ick ,  l ayer - type ,  dep ths  400  m and  o ther

accumulation is a fracture-type unit of variable

thickness at shallow levels.

NGHP Expedition-02 results are encouraging

and further extensive studies to be carried out to

assess  the  gas  hydra te  resource  po ten t ia l ,

reservoir characterisation, reservoir delineation

and geo-mechanical modelling for seafloor and

wellbore stability and identification of sites for

pilot production for testing. KG deep offshore

Area ‘B’ & ‘C’ contain gas hydrate accumulations

which can be suitable sites for future gas hydrate

production testing under NGHP Exp-03. NGHP-3

aims at carrying out pilot production testing of

at least one site in Indian deepwater environment.

Two NGHP R&D projects under direct funding

by OIDB were approved in 15th steering committee.

The first NGHP R&D project of KDMIPE, ONGC

with  I IT-Kanpur  en t i t l ed  “Model l ing  and

Simulation of Methane Extraction from Gas

Hydrates via Simultaneous Depressurisation and

CO
2
 Injection” was taken up with an aim to design

a simulator with all dynamic variables and estimate

methane release per unit time. The second project

of NGRI entitled, “Carbon Dioxide & Methane

Hydrate Phase Stabi l i ty  in Sandy and Clay

Environment: Laboratory Studies” approved

under NGHP funding was formulated to carry out

the  CO
2
 phase  s tab i l i ty  exper iments  us ing

synthetic sand & clay particles and to find out

the rate of methane yield due to depressurisation.

The  cha l lenges  faced  for  commerc ia l

exploitation of gas from gas hydrates are more or

less similar all over the world. Extracting methane

from gas hydrate in marine environments is

relatively a new path. Japan has taken a lead in

this direction. From the progress being made by

the Indian NGHP, steps are under way to mitigate

anticipated challenges in the Indian context. The

NGHP expeditions are an appropriate line of

research investigation which could help the

country move forward by harnessing this yet

elusive resource.


